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Abstract
Radial transport and confinement properties of ELM dominated (H)
and ELM free (H*) beam heated ASDEX - discharges are studied using
the PPPL transport analysis code TRANSP. For similar plasma parameters the H* discharges have energy confinement times of about
1.5 as large as those in H discharges and correspondingly reduced
electron heat diffusivities due to the absence of the ELM ' s.
Electron conductive losses dominate the energy losses besides
radiation cooling.
•
1. Introduction
In the beam- heated high confinement ASDEX discharges (H - mode) confinement times comparable to the ohmic values are found and usu ally ed~e localised modes (ELM's) are observed ' which are associated with burst-like re l eases of particles and , energy from the
outer half of

the plasma /1/. Confinement depends on the frequency

of the ELM ' s and the deduced transport coefficients should be~
ltmits for the values describing the underlying quasi - stationary
transport. Moving the plasma column to the outer wall suppresses
the ELM's (H*-mode) , but high Z- impurities 'accumulate in the plaSP'a
center and produce together with the strongly rising plasma density a rapid increase of the total radiation losses and a. peaking
of the radiation power density at the magnetic axis /1/.
Radia l transport of H-(N 8475) and H*- ( N11447) dischar ges has been
stud i ed using the transport analysis code TRANSP (PPPL)
measured radial p l asma profiles, namely the

e~ectron

/2/ and

temperature ,

electron density and radiation losses. The measured shape of the
plasma boundary vs. time ' can be specified as input data for TRANSP
and the interior flux surface geometry is periodically updated.
This is of importance for the analysis of the flux surface averaged
tr anspor t of the p l asmas investigated with Bp up to 2,

w~er~
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large toroidal shift .of the magnetic axis (up to a/Si and of the
plasma profiles exist. Compared with previous studies /3/ using a
predictive transport code the present calculations differ through
the mentlioned qeom~tr'ical effects, a more transparent propagation
of the experimental errors and the applicability to discharges
with strong radiation losses exceeding 50 % of the input power .
2. Radial transport in Hand H* disoharges
The two discharges described here differ only weakly in the time
development of the line density and temperatures up to . l OO ms
after the neutral beam heating

~s

turned on (ton'" 1.1 sec;
+

.

toff. = 1.3 sec; 3.2 MW heating power, H°-'.... O , co-direction), but

then the density in the H* discharge rises fll!ther. The plasma
current I is different, namely 380 kA in ,the H~ and 3·20 in the H*di~(Bt = 2.16 T). Energy transpo~t during beam heating is
dominated by electron heat conduction in all cases· studied. During
tlJe L-phase after the beams are turne.i on the energy cOllf{~ement
time 1; E = W/ (Pcond + Pconv) decreases by a factor of more than t .wo
compared with the ohmic one,. being close to the energy replacement
time t'E* = W/(P heat - dW/dt) (see Fig. 1). This shows that nearly
the whole input power is lost by energy transport; radiati9n and
ex · losses are small. The electron thermal
diffusivity 'X e is en. .
hanced over a large part of the plasma column compared with the
ohmic values (see Fig . 2). Whereas the ohmic ~ is well described
.
.. 3 . 4·1015 8t aiR e [
-3.1
by a parameter dependence A - 0 8 T
.
, m~ Is, T, m , ke~
.
e ne·
e q
for the q >1 region /4/ , the confinement times during the L-phase
are roughly given by rE(L) DGP heat -1/3
· ·1
which can be written as

1re(LlO,:r 3 / 2 /<n 2/ 3 T1/2> /4/.

The H-mode is associated with an increase of the energy confinement and with a reduction of the still dominating electron ther·mal conduction over the entire plasma cross-section . TJ::le same
holds for the H*-mode, but now the energy replacement time is decreasing over the time due to the increasing radiation ' losses
(see Fig. 1,2). Taking the scaling of. the R-mode confinement
tE(H)O< I /4/ the energy confinement of the H-discharge H 8475
should exceed that of the, H* d'l scharge #- 11447 hy a factor of
1.2. But with approximately the same densi.ty and temperature
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profiles at 1.21 sec for both discharges ~E(H) is only 75 ms at
r : 35 cm whereas rE(H*) > 120 ms is obtained (see Fig. 1). On
the contrary the electron thermal diffusivities are reduced over
a large part of the plasma area compare~ with those of the H-mode
(see Fig. 2). This improvement of confinement for the H* mode can
obviously be attributed to the absence of the energy l oss channel
by the ELH's.
The time dependences of ~E and ~e at all radii show that transition from OH'" L behaviour is abrupt
(s ee Fig. 1). There is no
delay between the turn-on of the' beams and the switching from the
OH to the L-mode behaviour of "e' The transition from L ... H mode
is much slower, whereas the L .... H* change over is again sharp for
the range r> 30 cm where the transition obviously starts.?C e near
the plasma axis is decreas ing due to the increasing radiation
l osses in the center starting already in the L-phase.
The ion heat conduction is described by the neoclassical value in
all disch arge phases (OH , L,H,H*) yielding for the ca lculated T i profiles the measured neutron fluxes. In all cases the conductive
ion losses are comparable to the convective ones (calculated by
assuming a particle confinement time of 50 - 100 ms) and much
sma l ler than the conductive electron losses.
3. Conc lusions
Comparing the electron thermal conductivities of Hand H* discharges, dominating the energy losses besides the strong radiation
l osses of. the H* discharge s I reduced Xe (H*) values and correspondingly higher r E(H*)
are found, which can be attributed to the
lack of energy losses due to ELM's. Simi l ar behaviour has been
stated by /3/ for H- discharges with ELM
free phases of less than
30 ms being much shorter than the energy confinement time of 120m3.
There seems to be no further increase of rE or decrease of Xe up
to the radiation collapse time at 1.27 sec (burst-free phase la sts
from 1.16 s to 1.27 sec ). A study of ·the properti es of an insula ting sheath near the separatrix /5/ needs more error handling. Indeed a blocking of the heat flux is found at the plasma edge . and
the Te- profiles become flat th~re with high edge Te- values . But
high radiation losses in the later phases of the H*-di scharges a nd
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the uncertainties in the Te-measurements increase the error for
the calcu lated plasma energy losses due to the electrons and
ions 1n this boundary region.
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